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A B S T R A C T
The identification of the atoms which change their position in chemical reactions is an
important knowledge within the field of Metabolic Engineering (ME). This can lead to new
advances at different levels from the reconstruction of metabolic networks to the classifica-
tion of chemical reactions, through the identification of the atomic changes inside a reaction.
The Atom Mapping approach was initially developed in the 1960’s, but recently it has
suffered important advances, being used in diverse biological and biotechnological studies.
The main methodologies used for the atom mapping process are the Maximum Common
Substructure (MCS) and the Linear Optimization methods, which both require computa-
tional know-how and powerful resources to run the underlying tools.
In this work, we assessed a number of previously implemented atom mapping frame-
works, and built a framework able of managing the different data inputs and outputs, as
well as the mapping process provided by each of these third-party tools. We also evaluated
the admissibility of the calculated atom maps from different algorithms, assessing if with
different approaches were capable of returning equivalent atom maps for the same chemi-
cal reaction.
Keywords: Metabolic Engineering, Chemical Reactions, Atom Mapping Algorithms, Frame-
work, Maximum Common Structure, Linear Optimization.
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R E S U M O
A identificac¸a˜o dos a´tomos que mudam a sua posic¸a˜o durante uma reacc¸a˜o quı´mica e´ um
conhecimento importante no aˆmbito da investigac¸a˜o no campo da Engenharia Metabo´lica.
Esta identificac¸a˜o e´ capaz de nos trazer vantagens a diversos nı´veis desde a reconstruc¸a˜o
de redes metabo´licas ate´ a` classificac¸a˜o de reacc¸o˜es quı´micas atrave´s da identificac¸a˜o das
mudanc¸as ato´micas dentro de uma reacc¸a˜o.
As te´cnicas de mapeamento de a´tomos foram inicialmente desenvolvidas nos anos 1960,
mas teˆm sofrido importantes avanc¸os recentemente, sendo usada em diversos trabalhos
biolo´gicos e biotecnolo´gicos. As principais metodologias usadas no mapeamento de a´tomos
usam as abordagens de Ma´xima Estrutura Comum ou a Optimizac¸a˜o Linear, em ambos os
casos requerendo conhecimentos computacionais bem como de importantes recursos para
correr as ferramentas subjacentes.
Neste trabalho, avaliamos diversas plataformas de mapeamento de a´tomos ja´ implemen-
tadas, e construı´mos uma plataforma capaz de gerir as diferentes entradas e saı´das de
dados, bem como o processo de mapeamento providenciado por cada uma das ferramen-
tas. Avaliamos, ainda, a admissibilidade dos mapas ato´micos calculados e se diferentes
algoritmos, com diferentes abordagens, sa˜o capazes de calcular mapas ato´micos equiva-
lentes para a mesma reacc¸a˜o quı´mica.
Palavras-Chave: Engenharia Metabo´lica, Reacc¸o˜es Quı´micas, Algoritmos de Mapeamento
de a´tomos, Plataforma, Ma´xima Estrutura Comum, Optimizac¸a˜o Linear.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 context and motivation
Cell metabolism is composed of chemical reactions which are catalysed by enzymes respon-
sible for transforming the nutrients uptaken by the cell into energy and cellular building
blocks. When needed, the cell uses its anabolic pathways to produce essential macro-
molecules, from energy and cellular building blocks, maintaining its regular behaviour
(Heinonen et al., 2011).
Glimpsing the cells as industrial factories, the raw materials prices persistent climbing,
and the reduction of its reserves, take researchers to module and optimize cellular systems
(genetically altered microorganisms) to produce native and non-native high-value indus-
trial compounds like biofuels, antibiotics or aminoacids (Li, Townsend, 2006; Rokem et al.,
2007). These models, largely applied in industry, help Metabolic Engineering (ME) to solve
problems like tracing metabolic pathways from a metabolite A to a metabolite B (Arita,
2005), analysing the conservation of metabolites in metabolic networks (Hogiri et al., 2009),
calculating all possible paths inside a metabolic network, from the initial to the goal atom,
classifying chemical reactions (e.g. assigning Enzime Commission (EC) numbers to en-
zymes) (Yamanishi et al., 2009) or identifying which atoms are or not preserved.
All these applications have a common approach, crucial to accomplishing their goals: in
a chemical reaction, performing the matching of its reactants’ and products’ atoms. This
correspondence, called Atom Mapping, allows a correct atom trace of the desired reaction,
identifying what are the changes between the reactants and products.
Atom Mapping assigns a different index (integer number) to each atom from the reac-
tions’ substrates and tries to map these atoms onto the products, thus assigning them the
same index. With this information, it is possible to determine what are the changes per-
formed by a reaction (catalysed by specific enzymes). In other words, the atom mapping
procedure identifies which are the broken/formed bonds or which bond’s change their
order (Fooshee et al., 2013).
The atom mapping approach allows diverse uses and applications, for instance, in the
reconstruction of metabolic networks, which represents the atom level of the pathways, it
1
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will improve understanding of the metabolic network (Duarte et al., 2007). Atom mapping
can also be used to do consistency checking of pathways (Arita, 2005), to analyse the con-
servation ratios of atoms in a reaction (Hogiri et al., 2009) and to classify chemical reactions
based on their chemical transformation (Yamanishi et al., 2009). Also, to optimise drug
design, it is necessary to predict which atoms, from the candidate drug, change during
the chemical reaction. It may also be used to deduce the relevant pathways of a certain
metabolite or a particular drug (Blum, Kohlbacher, 2008).
Over the years, there were several works related to the development of different atom
mapping techniques (e.g. Morgan (1965) to Mann et al. (2014)), some with commercial
software and others with open-source software.
Different approaches were published, since fragment-assembly-based methods (Harri-
son, Lynch, 1970; Lynch, Willett, 1978) to linear programming-based methods (First et al.,
2012), and recently, researchers are beginning to opt for hybrid methods, which attempt to
combine the best of each approach (Kumar, Maranas, 2014; Latendresse et al., 2014).
Having this recent work line in mind, this thesis will analyse the different approaches,
using available methods and implementing a framework to deal with the algorithms, com-
pare the results with atom mapping databases (e.g. MetaCyc (Caspi et al., 2014), SPRESI
(InfoChem, 2016)) and taking other databases that do not have atom mapping of reactions
to provide them with this crucial information.
1.2 objectives
The objectives of this work are the exploration of algorithms, databases and software capa-
ble of calculating or providing the correspondence between reactants’ and products’ atoms,
followed by comparison and evaluation of their results. In more detail, we aim to:
• Study strategies to collect atom mappings from databases:
– Analyse reaction databases;
– Build an Application Programming Interface (API) to extract atom mapping in-
formation;
• Analyse methods for automatic atom mapping of reactions:
– Automatic extraction of atom mappings with published atom mapping software
(API’s);
• Evaluate comparison metrics of atom mapping:
– Evaluate against atom mapping from databases;
– Evaluate against other atom mapping algorithms.
1.3. Thesis Organization 3
1.3 thesis organization
This thesis contains six chapters: Chapter 1 introduces the proposed work and its objec-
tives. Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art published in the last years, starting from
Metabolic Engineering to Atom Mapping techniques. Chapter 3 introduces the relevant
frameworks already implemented and published, describing its theoretical basis, main ad-
vantages and drawbacks. Chapter 4 presents the implemented framework: AtomMapper
Framework (AMF), explaining how it was implemented and organised, the difficulties dur-
ing the implementing process. Chapter 5 presents the study case, its results and discussion;
in Chapter 6, the conclusions from the developed work, final remarks and future work to
be done are presented.

2
S TAT E O F T H E A RT
2.1 metabolic engineering : concepts and applications
Environmental problems, more than ever, are being considered when industries want to
produce interesting substances. The need for environmentally friendly and sustainable pro-
cesses compels companies to invest in sustainable ways of producing desirable products.
Products like petroleum or natural gas are the main components from which many chemi-
cals, polymers and other high economic interest materials are produced. The dependence
on petroleum brings consequences as price fluctuation or petroleum availability, climatic
changes or even restrictions to the innovation, due to the use of petrochemical building
blocks (Bozell, Petersen, 2010). So, if this paradigm is not quickly overtaken, the devel-
opment of new compounds, to serve as new base blocks, is jeopardised. Having in mind
that these resources do not renew as fast as humans want, it is extremely important to find
sustainable ways of producing the same substances with renewable and environmentally
friendly resources and still, maintain the product competitiveness (Anastas, Warner, 2000;
Carole et al., 2004; Cheng, Gross, 2010).
Looking to the Biotechnology area, it seems interesting to rearrange/improve microor-
ganism’s metabolism to produce desired products, equivalent or even better, to the ones
produced from fossil fuels (Carole et al., 2004). Products derived from polymers, like plas-
tic, polyester or nylon are produced on a huge scale across the globe. Other derivatives
from biorefinery carbohydrates like ethanol, glycerol, biohydrocarbons or hydroxypropi-
onic acids are also very interesting to the chemical industry as a resource solution when
prices of crude and another material scale up (Bozell, Petersen, 2010).
Since 1990, ME began to emerge with the appearing of recombinant DNA technology,
and the idea of creating optimized cellular systems (genetically altered microorganisms) to
produce native and non-native high-value industrial compounds like biofuels, antibiotics
or aminoacids (Li, Townsend, 2006; Rokem et al., 2007). However, this idea had not had
much attention in the first ten years after its announcement, because all the attention was
focused on medical applications (Lu¨tke-Eversloh et al., 2007).
5
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With the demand to find new renewable resources of energy in the last years, the interest
in developing efficient tools for ME grew exponentially, and researchers started trying to
modify, with genetic engineering, these microorganisms (e.g. Escherichia coli), and turning
them into large-scale producers of fuels and chemicals, or capable to express heterologous
pathways and produce new compounds, that natively these organisms are unable to syn-
thesize (Rude, Khosla, 2004; Steinbu¨chel, Lu¨tke-Eversloh, 2003). Although the number of
successful transformations has been increasing in the last years, the fraction of compounds
that arrive at the market and have success, in economic terms, is still very restricted (Kwok,
2010; Nielsen et al., 2014).
The recent advances in ME have enabled researchers to improve existing strains, optimise
cellular phenotypes, quantify and characterise global metabolic pathways and even design
new pathways and produce compounds which do not exist in wild-type organisms (Tyo
et al., 2007). The development of these technics required, first of all, the understanding of
how microorganisms work, and which molecules they were capable of producing.
Despite microorganisms being very complex systems, researchers found a way of rep-
resenting all the chemistry inside it: represent as a Metabolic Network (MN). An MN
represents a set of chemical reactions, inside a cell, catalysed by specific enzymes and with
all reactions connected, to convert nutrients into biomass and energy, with the aim of main-
taining the cell alive. As is represented in Figure 1, all cell reactions are divided by their
function, the capability of decomposing nutrient molecules into new building blocks, en-
ergy and heat, and the ones who transform the building blocks, using energy, in essential
cell macromolecules.
This work is motivated the necessity of solving exist problems in this effort, such as trac-
ing metabolic pathways from a metabolite A to a metabolite B (Arita, 2003), or analysing the
conservations of metabolites in metabolic networks (Hogiri et al., 2009), building genome-
scale atom mappings, capable of identifying the path of atoms from reactants to products
(Ravikirthi et al., 2011), or even helping on the measurement of metabolic fluxes for 13C
fluxomics (Niedenfu¨hr et al., 2015).
2.2 atom mapping
The atom process of matching atoms, in chemical reactions, is called Atom Mapping (Chen
et al., 2013; Fooshee et al., 2013; Mann et al., 2014). It assigns a different index (integer
number) to each atom from the substrates and tries to map these atoms onto the products,
thus assigning them the same index (Figure 2). This assignment of indexes to all the atoms
on both sides of the reactions is extremely valuable for many studies in the metabolic
engineering field, as seen before, as well as, it allows the determination of the number
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Figure 1: Representation of a cellular cell metabolism. Catabolic pathways use nutrient molecules
(Food: A, B, C, D) to form energy molecules and cellular building blocks. Anabolic
pathways use energy and the small blocks to synthesise new essential macromolecules.
Adapted from Nature Education.
of atoms conserved in a specific reaction (catalysed by specific enzymes from the source
molecule to the target one) and to understand the reaction behaviour and mechanism (by
the identification of broken/formed bonds) (Fooshee et al., 2013; Latendresse et al., 2012).
Figure 2: Reaction catalysed by serine-pyruvate aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.51). It replaces an oxy-
gen, from pyruvate (C5), by an amino group, from L-serine (NH3+11), to form L-alanine
and hydroxy-pyruvate molecules.
In other words, the atom mapping procedure provides all information to reconstruct the
mechanism of the chemical reaction, and thus have access to information that is not present
in most databases (Chen, Gasteiger, 1997), for attempting the reconstruction of ME. Atom
maps give to researchers the possibility to know the unviable biochemical pathways, in
which the atoms do not change their connections, as well as to track marked atoms (isotope
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labelled atoms) and determine the metabolic pathway, or even, colour the atoms to an easy
and more attractive view of the reaction mechanism (Latendresse et al., 2012; Mann et al.,
2014).
First of all, it is also import to understand what a chemical reaction is, its main compo-
nents and properties, possible ways of representing it, with all essential characteristics to
perform the atom mapping and not losing chemical information during the process.
2.2.1 Chemical Reactions: Concepts and definitions
A chemical reaction is a process of transforming one set of molecules (reactants) into an-
other set (products). Usually, chemical reactions are represented as chemical equations
as shown in Figure 3. As it is represented in the figure, all reactants and products are
known, but the transformation process of reactants to products is unknown. The unknown
process involves changes in chemical connections of the reactant molecules, to obtain new
molecules, the products, which have different chemical rearrangements from the initial
ones. In the example, the two hydrogen molecules are divided and each atom will be con-
nected to the oxygen atom, also separated from the oxygen molecule.
Figure 3: Representation of water chemical reaction (A) and equation (B). (A) shows the two-
dimensional representation of water chemical reaction with all bonds and atoms repre-
sented. First two molecules are molecular hydrogen and the third one is molecular oxy-
gen. The products are two molecules of water. (B) shows the chemical equation of water
formation reaction. It presents all molecules with their chemical symbols and also its
stoichiometry. Both representations have the same number of atoms on both sides.
Chemical connections, or chemical bonds, are forces that maintain all atoms connected.
Without these forces, the atoms will be separated from each other, and the formation of
molecules will never occur. During chemical reactions, chemical bonds are broken and
formed to obtain new molecules. These transformations only will rearrange the atoms, and
never change the chemical reaction stoichiometry, i.e. the number and type of atoms in
both sides is the same. Equation 1 is a balanced reaction as their stoichiometric coefficients
provide the existence of the same atoms on both sides as well as the same number. On the
contrary, in Equation 2 there are 4 atoms on the left side and only three on the right side,
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Fe2O3 + 2Al → 2Fe + Al2O3 (1)
H2 + 2O→ 2H2O (2)
being one oxygen atom missing on the products side. This equation is said to unbalanced
and is not according to the law of mass conservation.
However, as the ambiguity is present in the whole process, the identification of the atoms,
during the reaction, is a non-trivial problem. Usually, the chemical compounds (molecules)
have a huge number of atoms, which makes difficult the matching process. Adding to this,
it is important to analyse molecule stereochemistry. Molecules can present different three-
dimensional conformations and different conformations can bring problems on molecular
identification when we deal with biological molecules. For example, in Figure 4 a very
frequent biological molecule, glucopyranose (glucose) is represented. However, glucose
can present different conformations (D and L), and with different conformations, chemical
bonds can have different projections in the three-dimensional space: UP (bold bonds) and
DOWN (dashed bonds). UP bond means a projection above the plan of the structure linked
by that bond. DOWN bond means a projection below the plan.
Figure 4: Molecular representation of two glucopyranose isomers D and L. Both molecules have
optical activity due to its capacity of diverting the plane of polarised light to the left (L) and
to the right (D). This characteristic brings different projections on hydroxyl groups (OH)
and different cellular activities. Some hydroxyl groups are projected above the molecule
plane (bold bonds) and others below (dashed bonds).
Unfortunately, as most biological molecules have complex properties like different bond
types, rings or chiral bonds, and these characteristics cannot be directly handled by com-
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puter algorithms, researchers have developed simpler ways of representing chemical and
biological molecules, which allows an efficient data processing by computer programs.
2.2.2 Chemical Reactions: Computational Representation Formats
The Simplified Molecular Input Line System (SMILES) format is one of the most used
formats for representing molecules and reactions (Weininger, 1988). The SMILES format is
represented by a text line or a string. It is flexible and gives the possibility of generating a
chemical nomenclature, capable of being processed by any computer system.
It represents chemical structures as two-dimensional graphs, which allows a structural
simplification. To represent a molecule or a reaction as a SMILES structure, it is necessary
to follow some rules. All the atoms are represented by their atomic symbols (e.g. C, O,
P, N). However, all non-organic atom (e.g. Au - gold) should be presented with square
brackets (e.g. [Au]); also, aromatic atoms should be represented with lowercase letters.
Bonds are represented by the symbols ”-”, ”=”, ”#” and ”:”, respectively single, double,
triple or aromatic bonds, although single and aromatic bonds are usually omitted.
Figure 5 shows the chemical structure of 6− hydroxy− 1, 4− hexadiene and three valid
SMILES structures. Depending on which molecule end the construction of the SMILES
structure begins, it will generate different structures (first and third SMILES structures). It
is also possible to generate a SMILES structure with molecule single bonds represented
(second SMILES structure).
Figure 5: Representation of 6− hydroxy− 1, 4− hexadiene structure, with three valid SMILES struc-
tures. The first and the third SMILES have their single bonds omitted and represent the
SMILES structure starting from both molecules’ ends. The second SMILES representation
has their single bonds represented. All SMILES structures have their hydrogen atoms
implicited. Adapted from Weininger article.
When a molecule has branches, they are represented within parentheses. With cyclic
structures, there is the need of breaking one bond and tagging both atoms of that bond
with the same index (in Figure 6, O1 and C1). An example that englobes most of these
rules for D-Glucose is represented in Figure 6. Its SMILES format presents a cyclic structure,
branches, and different atoms. The SMILES representation “C(C1C(C(C(C(O1)O)O)O)O)O”
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seems strange but it is very simple to understand: if we look at Figure 6, the right struc-
ture is tagged with letters, and below the structure, the same letters are shown, but they
are matched with the atomic symbols of the SMILES structure. If we look to all carbon
atoms, we will verify that they do not consider the oxygen atom as a branch, instead, they
sequentially consider remain the structure as a branch.
Figure 6: Molecular representation of D-glucose. SMILES: C(C1C(C(C(C(O1)O)O)O)O)O. The letters
on the right figure were added to an easier understanding of how the SMILES structure
(below the structure on the right) was built. Hydrogen atoms are implicit in this represen-
tation.
To build a reaction representation with the SMILES approach, each molecule is separated
by a dot and the left side is separated from the right side by two ”>” symbols. In Figure
7 it is possible to see a simple explanation of a reaction represented in the SMILES format.
Water is only represented by an O (oxygen). Carbon dioxide is represented as ”C(=O)=O”,
but can be also represented as ”O=C=O” if it is not desired represent the molecule with
a branch. Carbonic acid is represented as ”OC(=O)O”, but can also be represented as
”O=C(O)O” if it is intended to represent a different oxygen as the branch.
Figure 7: Example of how a SMILES structure is built for representing a chemical reaction –
EC 4.2.1.1. SMILES structure shown is one of the four possibilities of representing
this reaction. O.C(=O)=O>>OC(=O)O; O.C(=O)=O>>O=C(O)O; O.O=C=O>>OC(=O)O;
O.O=C=O>>O=C(O)O.
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The Chemical Table file (CTfile) format (Dalby et al., 1992) is another commonly used
way to store information about chemical structures. The CTfile includes six structures, all
built with the same base: a Connection Table (Ctab). A Ctab has all the information to
describe a molecule. As it is represented in Figure 8, the Ctab is divided into several parts.
The counts line comprises, among others, the number of atoms and bonds, a chiral flag
or the Ctab version. The atom block specifies spatial coordinates, atomic symbols, charge,
stereochemistry or atom mapping. The bond block indicates by which bond type (1- single,
2 – double or 3 – triple) two atoms are connected, bond stereochemistry and topology (e.g.
ring properties). The properties block provides expandability to Ctab, but maintaining the
actual compatibility.
The CTfile, as referred, has different structures to represent different chemical elements.
If it is needed to represent a unique molecule, the MOLfile format should be used. The
MOLfile consists of a header block and a Ctab. The header block is constituted by three
lines: line 1 contains the molecule name, line 2 has the user initials, date and time and other
data, line 3 is for optional comments.
If, however, it is intended to represent the whole reaction, it is recommended the use
of the RXNfile format. The RXNfile format consists of a header block, the number of
reactants/products and, at least, two MOLfile structures (one reactant and one product).
The header block is similar to the MOLfile one, although, it has four lines: the first line
is for ”$RXN” tag, which identifies the file as an RXNfile; the second line stays blank; the
third and fourth lines are equal to lines two and three of MOLfile header. The number of
reactants and products are indicated after the header block by two numbers: one to each
amount of reactants/products present. The MOLfile structures are separated by a ”$MOL”
tag.
Or, for example, if it is necessary to save a set of reactions in the RXNfile format, the RD-
file format is the one that should be chosen. The RDfile structure comprises a set of RXNfile
structures with their data. It has a header block with two lines: the first identifies the struc-
ture by the ”$RDFILE 1” tag and the second saves the date and the time. After the header
block, the RDfile has the reaction/molecule identifier (”RFMT” to RXNfile and ”MFMT” to
MOLfile) and the matching reaction/molecule. Finally, it contains the reaction/molecule
data. The ”RFMT” or the ”MFMT” tag individualises each reaction/molecule on the RDfile
structure.
2.2.3 Atom Mapping Technics
To develop an atom mapping algorithm, it is necessary to choose the best technique, from
those that were developed over the years, or build a new one. All algorithms have been
developed having into account one or more approaches.
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Figure 8: Ctab organisation. Ctab represents the glucose molecule. Counts line indicates that glu-
cose has 12 atoms and 12 bonds, a chiral flag off (the fifth number is 0) and Ctab version
(V2000). The atom block describes, for each line, one of the molecule atoms. Represents
the three spatial coordinates (x,y,z), the atomic symbol of the atom and a list of charac-
teristics (described in original Dalby et al. (1992) article). The bond block identifies the
bond properties of each atom pair. First two numbers indicate the atoms from Atom block
order, the third the bond type (1 – single, 2 – double, 3 – triple, 4 – Aromatic, 5 - single
or double, 6 single or aromatic, 7 - double or aromatic, 8 - any). The fourth is the bond
stereochemistry (Single bond: 0 - not stereo, 1 - up, 4 - either, 6 – down; Double bond: 0
- use x-, y-, z- coods from atom block to determine cis or trans, 3 - cis or trans (either))
The remaining three are additional characteristics (described in original Dalby et al. (1992)
article). The property block includes additional molecular properties like charge (M CHG),
Radicals (M RAD) or R-Groups (M Log). In the end of all molecules, a final tag is added:
M END.
Below, we present the major known groups of atom mapping technics: fragment assem-
bly, which fragments the reactions in small parts to identify the reaction centre; common
substructure, which uses graph theory to represent the reactions followed by matching pro-
cess; and optimization approach, which tries to minimize the number of broken/formed
bonds in each reaction.
Fragment-assembly
Fragment-assembly-based methods consist in breaking reactions into small fragments (Fig-
ure 9 A, B). Then, all fragments are processed and the ones on the left side are matched
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against the ones on the right side to identify which are identical on both sides of the reaction.
In the example, only the carboxyl group has identical fragments in both sides (identified
with a black circle).
The identical ones are then removed because they were not present in the active reaction
site (Figure 9 C). The remaining fragments from substrates and from products are joined
together, with the objective of identifying the active centre of the reaction (Figure 9 D).
Again, in the example, it is possible to identify the transformation that had occurred: the
breaking of a hydroxyl group in the left (black circle in the last step) to form a double con-
nection (black circle in the right) and the release of a water molecule in the right. However,
in some cases, these methods are not able to detect the exact location of each fragment in
the initial reaction, due to the randomness introduced in the fragmentation process (Harri-
son, Lynch, 1970; Lynch, Willett, 1978), which means that the last step (Figure 9 C to D) is
sometime impossible to accomplish using these methods.
Figure 9: Fragment assembly-based approach. A – Fragmentation of the reaction molecules (identi-
fied by the double traces across bonds). B - Identification of equal fragments in both sides
of the reaction (black circles). C – Remaining fragments after removing of the equivalent
ones. D – Fragment assembly to identify the active reaction centre (release of the OH
group and the unsaturation of a single bond to form water). EC number: 4.2.1.2.
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Common Substructure
Another approach is to use common substructure-based methods. These methods use
graphs to represent each molecule: vertices represent the atoms, and the edges represent the
connections (bonds). With this approach, it is intended to find all common substructures
between two graphs (representing two molecules). Two graphs can have more than one
common structure, as is shown in Figure 10, where structures A and B have four common
structures. However, the largest common structure has a special denomination, the MCS.
For example, in Figure 10, the two structures 1− chloro− 4− propylbenzene (Figure 10 A)
and 1− chloro − 3− propylbenzene (Figure 10 B) have more than one common structure
(Substructure 1 to 4), but the MCS is Substructure 4: propylbenzene.
The MCS structure allows the determination of the reaction centre through the identi-
fication of the bonds, which are not included in the MCS. These bonds are detected as
broken/formed bonds during a chemical reaction process.
As it is natural, over the years, different authors developed variants of methods for cal-
culating the MCS structure. For example, McGregor developed backtracking algorithms to
calculate the MCS between two graphs (McGregor, 1982). A backtracking algorithm finds
solutions to computational problems, discarding a solution when the algorithm determines
that this solution is not viable. It uses trees to represent its solutions, and when it finds an
option that cannot be accepted, it goes back (backtracks) to the last valid node and chooses
another edge to move inside the tree. This process is made until a solution has been found.
Figure 11 shows a simple example where, the algorithm will try to find the word “HELLO”.
It starts at root node (letter H) and follows into the first edge to node with letter A. As letter
A is different from letter E, the algorithm backtracks to root node and tries the next edge:
B. Again, B is different from E, so it backtracks again and dives into next one, which is a
node with the desired letter. The algorithm identifies other nodes connected to E edge and
follows its search to the third level in a similar way, until the complete word is found.
Rayman developed another way of finding MCS. Instead of considering the reaction
atoms (nodes), he only considers the reaction bonds (edges) (Raymond, 2002), and finds
the Maximum Common Edge Subgraph (MCES). Considering two structures, this method
tries to find the MCES possible between them. As it is represented in Figure 12, both
structures share more than one substructure in common, but the largest one is identified
with bold lines.
Ko¨rner and Apostolakis (Ko¨rner, Apostolakis, 2008) introduced a new characteristic to
improve the MCES algorithm. They decide to add a number to each edge, representing the
weight of that connection inside the path. The addition of different weights to each edge
intends to increase the accuracy of the entire process, as the algorithm now has to choose a
valid path with the lowest weight. Furthermore, this assignment brings additional chemical
knowledge to the mapping process.
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Figure 10: Two chemicals structures with more than one common substructure. A - 1− chloro −
4 − propylbenzene. B - 1 − chloro − 3 − propylbenzene. Substructures 1 to 4 (benzene,
toluene or methylbenzene, ethylbenzene and propylbenzene respectively) are all possible
substructure between molecules A and B. However, the MCS is substructure 4. Adapted
from Chen et al. (2013) review.
Concerning graph representations, we should always be aware of the isomorphism prob-
lem. Isomorphic graphs are graphs that can be disposed in different ways, but structurally,
they represent the same elements, nodes and edges (Figure 13). As Figure 13 shows, visu-
ally both graphs seem different, but if we look closely, we will notice that all numbers in
each structure have the same connections: node 1 is connected to node 2 and 4, node 2 is
connected to node 1 and 3, node 3 is connected to node 2 and 4 and node 4 is connected to
node 1 and 4.
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Figure 11: Graph representing the search of the word HELLO. Arrows represent the direction of the
search. To each node that does not match with the following word, the algorithm returns
to the previous one (backtracking) and take the next edge. It ends when the word is
found or when all nodes had been visited.
Optimization-based methods
Another approach is to use optimization-based methods, with the principle that chemical
reactions follow the shortest path possible from the substrate to the product, in other words,
finding the minimal number of broken/formed bonds. In this line of thought, the two main
approaches of optimisation will be discussed below.
The A* algorithm (Dechter, Pearl, 1985) is used mostly in path finding and graph traversal.
It searches for the best path, using the best first search (Russell, Norvig, 2003), which should
have the lowest cost from an initial node to an end node. At the same time that A* traverses
the graph, it builds a queue that stores the costs of all following nodes. Then, it uses a
heuristic metric, to estimate the cost to the goal node and which are the distances (number
of nodes) from the initial one.
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Figure 12: Representation of two hypothetical structures with more than one common substructure.
Bold lines represent the MCES.
f (n) = g(n) + h(n) (3)
In Equation 3, the cost function f (n) to determine the best path is described, in which
g(n) represents the cost of going from the initial node to the next node n and h(n) represent
the heuristic estimation cost of going from n to any other possible node. To find the shortest
path between two nodes, the algorithm uses a heuristic function which should always be
admissible (under no circumstances overestimate the cost to reach the goal node) (Russell,
Norvig, 2003).
With the A* search algorithm, it is possible to find the atom mapping that minimises
the edge distance between two graphs. In other words, it is intended to determine the
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Figure 13: Two isomorphic graphs that show the same elements and the same connections, but with
a different spatial representation.
minimum number of broken and formed bonds needed to transform a reactant into a
product. As it is possible to see on Figure 14, the A* algorithm determines one broken
bond and one formed bond for the reaction with EC number 2.6.1.73. But if the enzyme
mechanism is analysed, it is possible to verify that rather broking L-methionine to form
two products, it changes the amino group (NH2) from L-methionine with the oxygen atom
from glyoxylate. However, the algorithm does not have constraints to reaction type or size,
and all reactions must be balanced.
Figure 14: A* algorithm mapping of methionine-glyoxylate transaminase reaction (EC 2.6.1.73). It
identifies one broken and one formed bond (double line in L-methionine and in 2− oxo−
4−methylthiolbutanoate). However, this mapping is incorrect as the enzyme do not break
L-methionine. Instead, its changes NH2 from L-methionine with O from glyoxylate to
form 2− oxo − 4− methylthiolbutanoate and glycine. Adapted from Chen et al. (2013)
review.
Linear Programming (LP) (Schrijver, 1998; Sierksma, 2002) is a mathematical process to
obtain the best result (maximising or minimising a linear objective function) in a mathemat-
ical model, subject to a group of linear constraints. LP aims to find a point in a polyhedron
where the objective function has the best (smallest or largest) value possible (the point may
not exist).
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It is called Integer Programming (IP) when all unknown variables need to be integers.
Otherwise, if only some of the unknown variables need to be integers, it is designated
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP). IP and MILP problems are almost always NP-
hard, which means that it is not possible to obtain a deterministic solution in polynomial
time, in contrast with LP problems that can calculate an efficient solution in polynomial
time.
An MILP formulation with 0-1 variables can be represented as:
min cTx + dTy
s.t. Ax + By ≤ b
x ≥ 0, x ∈ X ⊆ <n
y ∈ 0, 1q (4)
where:
x→ is a vector of n continuous variables,
y→ is a vector of q 0-1 variables,
c, d→ are (nx1) and (qx1) vectors of parameters,
A, B→ are matrices of appropriate dimension,
b→ is a vector of p inequalities.
This formulation presents a linear objective function and linear constraints. Vectores x
and y of variables have to satisfying the imposed constrains of Matrices A and B. Vectors
of parameters c and d (cT and dT are the transposed vectors) are the bases to perform the
maximization of the objective function.
Matrix A represents the sets of all reactants and products atoms and Matrix B represents
the sets of all reactants and products bonds. It is important to notice that the number of
atoms of different types must be equal on reactants and products and also each atom is
only mapped with one atom from the same type (e.g. a carbon has to be mapped with a
carbon or an oxygen has to be mapped with an oxygen).
To each bond is defined a coefficient that identifies the probability of a bond to broke or to
be formed. These probabilities represent the propensity of a bond to react, adding chemical
knowledge to the process. With these coefficients, the objective function could compute the
minimum cost of breaking and forming bonds. For each variable, the objective function
calculates the score of mapping an atom A with an atom B, with the knowledge of which
are the bonds with higher propensity to react.
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If vector c and matrix A do not have elements, this formulation passes to an integer linear
programming problem. The same way, if vector d and matrix B do not have elements, this
formulation passes to a LP.
2.3 atom mapping applications
Arita (Arita, 2003) identified the existent gap on correctly tracing metabolic pathways and
developed a software system that attempts to recreate biochemical radioisotope-tracer ex-
periments and fulfil the existent gap: mapping the atoms from both sides. His approach has
three main components: a graphical user interface, the atomic correspondence of reactants
and products from existent reactions and an engine, to compute the all possible pathways
from an initial compound to a target one, using the existent mapping database.
All metabolites are represented as graphs, with chemical bonds and atomic charges rep-
resenting the implicit hydrogen atoms, and the corresponding maps are built with a MCS
algorithm, which creates the database. The author uses the Morgan algorithm (algorithm
able of generation unique and unambiguous numbering to atoms in a molecule (Morgan,
1965)) as the MCS heuristic algorithm and a branch and bound procedure to allow the de-
termination of common subgraphs between two graphs. The detection process does not
require manual work, but it is given to the user the possibility of defining which atoms
she/he wants to match.
In Figure 2, it is possible to understand the mapping concept of Arita’s work visually.
We see an exchange of two atoms between two molecules to form other two catalysed by
an aminotransferase. All numbers represented in Figure 2 form a list of atomic position
pairs, excluding all hydrogen atoms, which are not considered to the mapping process. The
oxygen atom from pyruvate molecule, identified with the number 5, will change with ni-
trogen from L-serine molecule, identified with number 11, to form two different molecules:
hydroxyl-pyruvate, which received the oxygen atom from pyruvate and L-alanine which
received the amino group from the L-serine molecule.
According to Arita, after joining all reactions and their respective maps, it is possible to
build a metabolic graph with metabolites as nodes and maps as edges and search for a
specific path from a metabolite X to a Y.
Hogiri and his co-workers (Hogiri et al., 2009) realise that some published works about
chemical reactions inside microorganisms haven’t covered the characteristics of individual
metabolites. Metabolites like coenzymes are mostly conserved while others, like carbohy-
drates, frequently are decomposed into small molecules. However, this characteristic is very
interesting when MNs are studied. So, the development of an approach that could quantify
the molecular conservation makes sense. Structure Conservation Index (SCI), as they called
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it, identifies all the atoms conserved through a metabolic path, and returns their original
positions in the initial molecule.
To calculate the structural conservation of metabolites, they start by collecting the metabolic
reactions with their respective atom mapping from Arita database (Arita, 2005), followed
by the definition of the SCI to each metabolite, to rank them by their molecule conservation
ratio.
They start with the construction of the MN, building an undirected network with all
atoms from all metabolites. In the MN, when a reaction converts metabolite j into metabolite
j’, and an atom i in metabolite j - Atom(i,j) is connected to an Atom(i’,j’) in metabolite j’,
Atom(i,j) is transformed into Atom(i’,j’). Then, to each atom in a metabolite, all possible
paths in the MN are calculated, from their initial metabolite, to get the probability of the
atom returns to its initial molecule. To this calculation, the authors used two assumptions:
all atoms exchanges have the same probability and each exchange cannot be used more
than once.
As an example, in Figure 15, atom 2 has 4 possible ways and a probability of 0.25 to
each way. Atom 1, as has 8 possible ways, the probability of each of them is 0.125. The
probability of an atom making a loop, i.e., atom 1 goes to atom 2 molecule and returning
to its original molecule, is calculated by the sum of the probability of all possible loops that
return to atom 1: 0.25 ∗ 0.125 = 0.031.
Figure 15: Representation of atomic network inside a molecule. Each node represents an atom
and each edge represents the atom movement to different metabolites inside an MN.
Analysing that movement, the probability of atom 2 be moved into atom 1 is 0.25, as-
suming that all 4 possible ways have the same probability. The probability of atom 1 be
moved to atom 2 is 0.125. However, the probability of a returning to atom 1: atom 1 →
atom 2→ atom 1, as shown is 0.25 ∗ 0.125 = 0.031.
With each ranking, it is possible to analyse highly conserved metabolites in a MN and
understand the reason for their high atom conservation state.
More recently, Ravikirthi and co-workers constructed a Genome-Scale AtomMapping
model to calculate the metabolic flux analysis in E. Coli (Ravikirthi et al., 2011). They built
an algorithm which mapped 90068 atoms in 2077 reactions. To each reaction inside the MN,
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the origin atoms were traced with the destination ones to build the Atom Mapping. This
matching was possible due to the identification of all common substructures between two
molecules. In their approach, all molecular chemical structures were represented as graphs,
structuring the molecules as a set of nodes (atoms) and a set of edges (connections between
the atoms - bonds), and then a maximum common subgraph method (Hattori et al., 2003) is
applied, with a modified branch and bound algorithm, to find all connected graphs (Bron,
Kerbosch, 1973).
In Figure 16, the procedure followed is represented to construct the model. Authors
extract all information from KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2014) and PubChem (Kim et al., 2016)
databases, using Python modules. All reactants and products graphs were built with atomic
and bond information: each node has information on atom numbering (order in the input
file) and the atom chemical symbol (e.g. C to carbon or O to oxygen); each edge has the
numbers of the connected atoms and the bond type (e.g. single bond SB, double bond DB
or triple bond TB). A global graph is generated, with the reactant’s and product’s graphs,
and the connected graphs will form all possible atom mappings for the reaction. Finally,
only the most relevant atom mappings are selected to build the model.
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Figure 16: Schematic representation of Ravikirthi’s Atom mapping process. The left flow represents
the general reaction mapping. Right flow illustrates the left steps with a hypothetic
reaction example. Black circles and squares represent carbon atoms (C) while the white
ones represent the oxygen atoms (O). Circles represent the reactant molecules and the
squares represent the product molecules. After build molecules graphs A and B, equal
atoms from molecule A and B are paired to form a global connected graph. From the
global connected graph, the largest connected graphs are found (shown with thicker black
lines). The atom mappings correspond to the largest graphs and are represented in the
bottom graph with black arrows. Atom 1 and 3 from the reactant can only be connected
to atom 2 or 3 from the product because they represent the oxygen atoms. The same
principle is applied to the carbon atom 2 in molecule A and carbon atom 1 in molecule
B. As molecule A and B are symmetric, Ravikirthi process determinates two valid atom
mappings. Adapted from Ravikirthi et al. (2011).
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To understand the differences between each framework, in this chapter a set of different
approaches for atom mapping will be presented. For some of the published works, the
framework was kindly granted by the authors and used in this thesis.
3.1 metacyc
The MetaCyc database (Caspi et al., 2014) is a curated online database of small-molecule
metabolism, which compiles metabolic pathways and enzymatic data, experimentally val-
idated and reported in scientific literature. Due to its highly curated data, MetaCyc is
frequently used by biologists, chemists, biochemists and also to bioinformatics researchers
in their research.
The metabolic pathway enzymes present in MetaCyc covers the major domains of life.
Beyond its huge number of biochemical reactions, from different organisms, MetaCyc also
has the atom maps for most of them. The atom maps were calculated using the method pro-
posed by Latendresse and co-worker’s (Latendresse et al., 2012), called Minimum Weighted
Edit-Distance (MWED) metric. It uses a MILP approach (explained in the previous chapter),
that identifies which bonds have more tendency to react. MWED finds multiple optimal
maps, but with the particularity of having less symmetric maps, due to the introduction of
bond weights which represent the tendency of a bond to break. Within the reactions, bonds
can be broken, formed or change their type (e.g. single to double). The cost of a transfor-
mation is calculated taking into account the weights assigned to the bonds involved in the
bond breaking/forming/changing process. The sum of the costs of all the changes in the
chemical reaction results in the weight-edit distance of the reaction.
This assignment provides additional information about the chemistry of the reaction,
even without having a deep knowledge of chemistry. Figure 17 shows the final result of the
mapping process, available at the MetaCyc website.
This process only handles biochemical reactions, as it does not attribute weights to chem-
ical connections that do not exist in biological compounds. Also, the weight values are only
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used in the objective function, to determine the parameters’ values. Furthermore, it only
maps fully balanced reactions (reactions with the same number of atoms on both sides).
Figure 17: Reaction EC 4.2.1.1 - carbonate dehydratase. It was obtained through MetaCyc website.
The output file is a string line, with the information separated by tabs. In the sixth tab,
we find the atom mapping of the reaction. As illustrated in Figure 18, the atom mapping
tab has the respective atom mapping and all metabolites’ IDs and their respective indexes.
Figure 18: Atom Mapping line example of reaction RXN-11141 extracted from MetaCyc website. The
line contains the atom mapping of the reaction, its metabolites and corresponding indexes
in the reaction.
As all atom mappings generated by this process were available for download in a com-
piled file, and having in mind the quality of this database, MetaCyc atom maps were in-
cluded in our analysis.
3.2 automapper
AutoMapper is a commercial software develed by ChemAxon, a cheminformatics company
with its base in Budapest and with branches across the globe (ChemAxon, 2016). Despite
being a commercial software, ChemAxon kindly granted a license to use the software dur-
ing this master’s thesis and to support their framework, ChemAxon released an online Java
API. The API contains the explanation of all implemented methods. It has several packages
like input/output features, molecular alignment or calculation of the atom mapping. It is
structured in an overview page, which links all packages with its respective classes, and
inside each class, it presents a detailed explanation of the class and of each method.
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AutoMapper accepts reactions in a specific format created by the ChemAxon team. How-
ever, they offer different types of readers (SMILES, RXN, MOL readers) to build that reac-
tion format.
AutoMapper performs the atom mapping, providing some options on the mapping style:
Complete: where all atoms are mapped; Changing: as the name indicates, only maps the
atoms that have their bonds modified; Matching: only maps the atoms which do not have
any bond modified.
AutoMapper is available in different ChemAxon products like MarvinSketch, Standard-
izer or Structure checker. The mapping algorithm is based on MCS and MILP algorithms,
explained in the previous chapter. As an example, Figure 19 presents the result of the
mapping process of carbonate dehydratase through one of ChemAxon’s products: Mar-
vinSketch.
In terms of performance, it has been referred (Fooshee et al., 2013) as taking less than
two-tenths of a second to map a reaction and having an accuracy of 86, 5%.
Figure 19: Reaction EC 4.2.1.1 - carbonate dehydratase. It was obtained through MarvinSketch prod-
uct.
3.3 reaction decoder tool
Reaction Decoder Tool (RDT) is an open-source software developed by Rahman and co-
workers (Rahman et al., 2016) from the European Bioinformatics Institute located in Cam-
bridge, United Kingdom. It uses the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) (Steinbeck et al.,
2003), a cheminformatics framework, developed by an international researcher’s team from
public and private institutions. It is an open-source Java library which offers diverse func-
tionalities in molecular informatics (e.g. input/output features for SMILES or RXN files,
rendering chemical structures, modelling, building chemical graphs - isomorphism checker
or MCS searchers, fingerprinting or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance prediction, etc).
The Atom-Atom Mapping (AAM) is the tool which performs the atom mapping for reac-
tions. AAM is able to map balanced and unbalanced reactions, although with the last ones,
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it calculates the best ”guess” possible. It builds images that have the matching substruc-
tures highlighted in different colours. It uses the MCS and MILP algorithms, explained in
the previous chapter. As it is an open-source algorithm, the Java code was available to run
in-house. Figure 20 shows a reaction mapped through the command line with the frame-
work Jar file. After the atom mapping being performed, the map is saved inside a CDK
structure.
Figure 20: Reaction EC 4.2.1.1 - carbonate dehydratase. It was obtained through RDT jar file, which
was executed from the command line.
Unlike AutoMapper, RDT is an open-source framework created by different groups. As
so, it should be very interesting to analyse the differences between both frameworks.
3.4 icmap
ICMap is a software tool developed by InfoChem (German company based in Mu¨nchen)
(Kraut et al., 2013) with the objective of mapping and determining the reaction’s centres.
As an input, ICMap accepts RDfiles and uses both MCS and MILP approaches, explained
in the previous chapter, to match the reactants with the products. Adding to this, some
chemical rules are also applied to help the MILP approach finding the best possible map
(e.g. breaking/forming hetero-atoms bonds are preferable to carbon-carbon bonds).
ICMap has some restrictions on the mapping process: it has a limit on the number of
molecules in the reaction (no more than 15 on each side), on the molecules size (no more
than 100 non-hydrogen atoms) and on single atom mapping (single atoms without non-
hydrogen bonds – e.g. Phosphor or Sulphur). The ICMap cannot map a reaction in which
all chemical bonds were broken and remade. Figure 21 shows a reaction in which all bonds
are broken and remade. In these situations, ICMap does not perform the atom mapping for
the reaction. In the end, it returns the same input file type with the atom mapping inside
it.
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Despite the authors of ICMap not providing the source code, they kindly mapped all
reactions that we sent them, which allowed us to use ICMap as a source of atom mapped
data.
Figure 21: Representation of a reaction in which all bonds are broken and made. In this kind of
situations, ICMap is not capable of assign the atom mapping to the reaction.
3.5 reactionmap
ReactionMap was developed by David Fooshee and co-workers from the University of Cal-
ifornia, United States (Fooshee et al., 2013) and it is based on two approaches: MCS and
LP methods. It is only available on the ChemDB Web portal (http://cdb.ics.uci.edu/) and the
source code, when asked, was not provided. However, in the web portal, it is possible to
pass a reaction in SMILES format and performs the atom mapping. However, when we
handle several thousands of reactions, using a web portal to map them becomes difficult.
Fooshee algorithm starts by performing an MCS search, as explained in the previous
chapter, and maps all common atoms. Their MCS search often ignores chemical features
like bond order or formal charges to obtain better graph matches. Usually, the remaining
atoms, not mapped by the MCS approach, represent the chemical transformation. All
non-mapped atoms are introduced into a bipartite matching with a cost function (MILP
approach). Then, a matching in the remaining atoms is searched that minimises the global
cost of the mapping. When the algorithm returns symmetrical maps, they are assigned
with the same index, to identify that both maps represent the same reaction.
Figure 22 represents the homogenization process, which identifies the equivalent atoms
in each metabolite and attributes the same index to them. In this case, both carbons will
have the index 1. Figure 23 represents the reaction EC 4.2.1.1, obtained through the Reac-
tionMap web tool. It also returns the SMILES structure with the numbers attached.
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Figure 22: Schematic representation of homogenization performed by ReactionMap. It identifies the
two equivalent carbons and attributes the index 1 to both. Adapted from Fooshee et al.
(2013) article.
Figure 23: Reaction EC 4.2.1.1 - carbonate dehydratase. It was obtained through ReactionMap web
tool.
3.6 determination of reaction mechanisms
Determination of Reaction Mechanisms (DREAM) was developed by Eric First and co-
works from the Princeton University, United States (First et al., 2012) and it’s based on inte-
ger linear optimisation. It is only available as a web page (http://selene.princeton.edu/dream/)
and there was no answer when the source code was asked. Similar to ReactionMap, it is
possible to pass a reaction in SMILES format at the website, but handling thousands of
them is difficult in a web portal.
It’s main purpose is to map reactions and identify their mechanisms, with the minimal
number of formed and broken bonds. Their optimisations method uses the branch and
bound algorithm to ensure optimal solutions. Beyond the main objective function, the
DREAM framework has other objective functions that add chemical knowledge to the pro-
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cess: penalise changes in bond orders, weight broke bonds according to their connection
energy or electron rearrangement.
To obtain a map, authors have into consideration the stereochemistry of tetrahedral atoms
and the double bonds arrangement, beyond broken and formed bonds. By using these
conditions, First’s algorithm is capable of finding multiple optimal maps. These multiple
maps are due to symmetries in the reaction molecules. To solve this problem, First and his
co-authors applied a technique to number both pairs of equivalent atoms, and map them
by that index. Figure 22, presented in the last framework, can also illustrate how First
handle with atom equivalence, as it attributes the same index to equivalent atoms on each
molecule. Depending on the size and complexity of each reaction, the algorithm could take
only a few seconds or more than twenty-four hours to perform the mapping.
After the atom mapping being performed by DREAM website, the results are sent to the
e-mail provided.
3.7 constraint-based atom-atom mapping
Constraint-based Atom-Atom Mapping (CAM) uses a constraint-based approach to per-
forming atom mapping of a chemical reaction. It is an open source software developed by
Martin Mann and co-workers from the University of Freiburg in France (Mann et al., 2014).
It receives reactions in SMILES format and returns the same reactions in SMILES format
with the atom mapping attached.
It uses a theory of Imaginary Transition State (ITS) (Fujita, 1986; Hendrickson, 1997) that
encodes the redistribution of bond electrons on each chemical reaction. Bond electrons de-
fine the atom-connecting chemical bonds and bond’s type. Their redistribution is reflected
on bond breaking and forming as well as on the atom’s oxidation state changes. An MCS
approach is performed for each ITS, to match all atoms from both sides, and with this ob-
taining the atom mapping of the reaction. With this additional approach, it is possible to
identify chemically feasible atom mappings. However, the framework is not able to deal
with non-elemental and unbalanced reactions.
CAM is implemented in C++ but we weren’t able run it. Despite our efforts to compile
the code and link the code with all necessary libraries, the deprecated methods in some
libraries didn’t allow using this framework.
3.8 canonical labeling for clique approximation
Canonical Labeling for Clique Approximation (CLCA) was developed by Akhil Kumar and
Costas Maranas (Kumar, Maranas, 2014) from Pennsylvania State University, United States.
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The source code was not provided with the argument that it will be released in a close
future, which turned impossible to use CLCA in this thesis.
CLCA uses a local search database, the MetRxn database (Kumar et al., 2012) to build the
desired reactions. MetRxn stores reactions in the SMILES format. For each SMILES struc-
ture, a unique order is attributed to all vertices/atoms and the MCS is performed between
the molecular graphs from each reaction side. The order created by CLCA identifies, with-
out a doubt, each node and allows the comparison between reactant and product graphs.
The unmatched nodes are removed after each iteration of the MCS process. As expected,
most of the biological reactions have more than one reactant/product, so the possibility
of multiple MCS rises. Therefore, the Principle of Minimum Chemical Distance algorithm
(Jochum et al., 1980), a MILP algorithm, tries to minimise this issue by choosing the struc-
ture that has the least bond changes between both sides. After the mapping process, the
reaction is returned as a SMILES structure with the map attached.
In addition, CLCA can handle large biological structures, deal with unbalanced reactions
and with stereochemistry. Nevertheless, CLCA is not capable of identifying symmetric
atoms involved in breakage/formation of chemical connections, rotating bonds, as well as
special structures like oxirane rings (cyclic ethers).
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In this chapter, the framework implemented in this work, named as AtomMapper Frame-
work (AMF), will be fully described. AMF is 100% developed in JavaTM and joins different
algorithms of atom mapping in a single program. It allows users to map their chemical
reactions with different approaches and verify if their maps are equivalent or not.
AMF is also implemented as an abstraction that provides generic functionalities, which
can be specified with the addition of new code. It is an universal, reusable software envi-
ronment, which facilitates the development of additional applications. AMF defines which
functions the user should implement (interface classes) and releases users of thinking in
low-level details.
The main features of AMF implementation are the following:
• Inversion of control: the general flow is defined by AMF and not by the user;
• Extensibility: AMF can be extended by any user, who can override/implement spe-
cific functions to handle a different functionality;
• Non-modifiable framework code: users can extend AMF, however, they should not
modify the original AMF’s code.
AMF defines several interface classes to obtain the maximum abstraction of the problem.
With this, it transfers to the user all the responsibility to implement the necessary interfaces
to deal with their particular problems, but providing in the current form a number of
implementations for different atom mapping algorithms.
Below, it will be explained how the development strategy was thought and how the
system was implemented, which interfaces were defined and how they were organised, as
well as the difficulties found in the way.
4.1 basic concepts
AMF combines mapping and analysis of chemical reactions in the same framework. It
intends to exploit the differences of several atom mapping frameworks and evaluate how
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they map the same reaction. To accomplish these points, AMF was implemented in sev-
eral stages to ensure the ideal robustness, flexibility and extensibility to additional Atom
Mapping frameworks.
An Atom Mapping Algorithm expects to receive a reaction and performs the atom map-
ping. So, the input should contain all the necessary information to represent all the reaction
properties needed in the progress. Otherwise, the algorithm cannot perform a correct atom
mapping due missing reaction elements. It is necessary to implement a reader capable of
translating the reaction properties from the input file to a structure which could be passed
to the algorithm.
As Figure 24 shows, a reader transforms an arbitrary input structure into a proper reac-
tion structure.
Figure 24: Process of reading the input data and building a data structure keeping properties of the
reaction.
However, an input can have more than one reaction, which brings additional complexity
to the atom mapping process. It is necessary to create a structure to hold all reactions.
Figure 25 tries to summarise the process of building those structures. Each input reaction
is processed individually and they are all added to create a single structure.
Figure 25: Representation of the reactions’ data structure building process. An input set is passed
to the builder, which reads and adds each reaction into a single data structure.
After the reaction’s data structure was designed and implemented, it was necessary to
focus the attention on the Atom Mapping algorithms. As it is demonstrated in Figure 26, an
Atom Mapping algorithm is capable of receiving a reaction as input, handle it and return
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the reaction mapped as an output. So, AMF has to be able of pass one reaction at a time to
the algorithm and recollect it.
Figure 26: Process of an Atom Mapping Algorithm. It receives a reaction and returns it mapped.
When we have a structure with multiple reactions and an atom mapping algorithm, it
is necessary to convert the structure to the respective algorithm input type. To perform
this step a converter is required, which will convert each reaction into the specific input
supported by the algorithm and do the same to the algorithm output, as is illustrated in
Figure 27. The conversion step is crucial to accomplishing the mapping process, once it is
the responsible for handling the different reactions’ structures.
Figure 27 summarises the whole mapping process. The reaction is converted to the
algorithm input type and inputted into the mapping process. The algorithm will return its
own output file, being necessary to reconvert this result into the AMF reaction type.
Figure 27: Representation of mapping process. To map a reaction with an atom mapping algorithm,
it must be converted to the algorithm specific input structure. After the mapping process,
it is necessary to reconvert the algorithm structure into an AMF reaction structure.
Having the mapping process clearly established, we can now think about an additional
flow to analyse the map of each reaction. The same reaction can be mapped by different
algorithms, and the different algorithms can map these reactions in different ways. How-
ever, two different maps can represent the same reaction, turning this process a bit more
complicated to solve.
A comparison process has to read the same reaction mapped with two different algo-
rithms, and compare both maps to evaluate their equivalence, as Figure 28 shows. However,
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to compare two atom maps is not a simple task. It is necessary to consider a few points
that can be problematic and lead to an incorrect matching.
Figure 28: Representation of the comparison step. It analyses the maps equivalence, attributed to
the same reaction by different algorithms.
Figure 29 presents the first difficulty in what concerns the comparison process. Both
structures represent the same reaction, catalysed by the methionine-glyoxylate transami-
nase with EC number 2.6.1.73. The coloured circles identify the atoms, in each molecule,
with different indexes in the atom map. Despite the differences between the two maps,
both are indeed equivalent.
Figure 30 shows another case that make the comparison process difficult. It shows the
possibility of two molecules changing their order inside the reaction. L-methionine ap-
peared as the second reactant in the first reaction, but in the second reaction, it appeared
as first reactant (purple circles).
Furthermore, it is possible the combination of these two problems and making the com-
parison even more complex.
In the last two figures, both structures represent the same reactions, despite their different
atom mappings. However, if these maps we are analysed in more detail, we verify that they
are equivalent, as they identified the same changes occurred in the reaction.
4.2 reactions structural basis
Before implementing any of the above-described flows, it was mandatory to create a data
structure that would be the structural basis, able to represent a reaction and deal with its
characteristics.
A reaction is made of two sets of metabolites. One set represents the reactant molecules
and the other the product molecules. Each set must represent the molecules’ structure,
which represent all the atoms connections inside a molecule. Additionally, a reaction can
be extended by the addition of an atom map. This atom map makes the connection between
both sets, at an atomic level.
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Figure 29: Reactions catalysed by the methionine-glyoxylate transaminase reaction (EC 2.6.1.73). It
identifies the change of the amine group (NH2) from L-methionine with oxygen (O)
from glyoxylate to form 2− oxo − 4− methylthiolbutanoate and glycine. It also shows
two equivalent atom maps despite apparently, seeming different. Circles with different
colours represent the differences on each atom map, associated to a shuffle of the atoms
input order.
Figure 31 shows the hierarchical relation of structural classes that constitute the basis
to represent any chemical reaction. A reaction is represented by the AMFReaction class
which contains two sets of metabolites represented by the AMFMetabolite class. This class
keeps the molecules as a structure, which represents the atoms connections inside each
molecule. This structure is specified by the AMFStructure class. When the reaction is
extended with the addition of an atom map, the AMFMappedReaction class is the responsible
for representing the extended reaction.
4.3 builders implementation
After defining the reactions’ structure, it was possible to move on and build the framework
on the top of it.
In the mapping process, the implementation of two algorithms and two databases were
done. Both algorithms and databases were already introduced in the previous chapter:
MetaCyc, ICMap, AutoMapper and RDT. To perform the mapping process, it is necessary
to read the specific input file and build a collector for the whole set of reactions. Figure 25
describes the approach that was followed to implement a new builder. Figure 32 presents
the essential interface that was implemented to handle the input of several reactions.
Two different implementations were made to this interface and will support the inputs
of both algorithms and databases.
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Figure 30: Reactions catalysed by the methionine-glyoxylate transaminase reaction (EC 2.6.1.73). It
identifies the changing of the amine group (NH2) from L-methionine with oxygen (O)
from glyoxylate to form 2− oxo− 4−methylthiolbutanoate and glycine. It is shows two
equivalent atom maps to the same reaction despite apparently seeming different. Circles
with different colours represent the order changing of both reactants. This implicates the
calculation of a different atom map, as it illustrated.
4.3.1 MetaCyc Builder
The Metacyc database disposes the mapped reactions as a text line divided by tabular
spaces, and the atom mapping with the respective metabolites ID’s are represented in Fig-
ure 18. It shows the non-hydrogen encoding followed by the atom map, and in the end
the respective metabolites IDs with their index on each reaction side. Additionally, it was
crucial to extract all MOL files from the MetaCyc website to ensure the correct creation of
each reaction, since the maps were calculated having into account the order of the atoms in
these MOL files. This is the main reason why reactions have to be built with the MetaCyc
MOL files.
The necessary functions to read this line were provided by SilicoLife’s internal code
(SilicoLife, 2015). Those functions read the entire line and internally save the map and the
metabolites’ IDs needed to build each reaction. With the metabolites’ IDs, each MOL file
was read and added to the AMFMetabolite structure. Internally, it built the AMFStructure
and the AMFMetabolite sets are added to the AMFReaction structure. When the map is
added, it is formed the AMFMappedReaction structure. Each of them was sequentially added
to a structure, which collects all mapped reactions.
Figure 33 represents the class diagram of the MetaCyc file reader implementation. The
IReactionBuilder and IMolCollector interfaces were defined to handle the MetaCyc reactions
file. The file is read by the MetacycStringReader class and it passes the information to the
MetacycTabFormatFile class, which builds a structure with the reaction ID, the atom map
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Figure 31: Hierarchical representation of the structural basis which represents and holds all reaction
characteristics.
Figure 32: IReactionBuilder interface. It had to be implemented to build a collector with all read
reactions from files.
and two lists of metabolites IDs. The MetaCycReactionsCollector class is in charge of putting
all reaction in the structure defined to store them.
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Figure 33: Class diagram of MetaCyc files reader. Two interfaces have defined the handle the MetaCyc reactions file. MetacycStringReader class
reads a file, MetacycTabFormatFile class extends the MetacycReactionsBuilder class and build a structure with the reaction ID, the atom
map and two lists of metabolites’ IDs. MetacycReactionsBuilder build all reactions with the last structure and puts them in a new
structure.
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4.3.2 ICMap Builder
As the ICMap algorithm only handles the RDfile type, it was necessary to develop a way
to read and build all reactions on this file type. Despite the algorithm itself has not been
granted, we had a set of reactions mapped. However, it was necessary to separate the
mapped reactions, inside the RDfile, into individual ones, due to some identification prob-
lems of each reaction.
To build the reactions structure, which holds all reactions, we had to follow the defined
workflow in Figure 25. So, we implemented the interface represented in Figure 32 to treat
and manage the content of an RDfile in the RDfileReactionsBuilder class illustrated in Fig-
ure 34.
It accepts the path of the target folder, which should contain the reactions extracted
from the RDfile. It also uses a method to read the RDfile from the ChemAxon platform
(ChemAxon, 2016) called MolImporter. This method creates a special structure to represent
the reaction. This structure is then converted to the AMF reaction type, through a spe-
cific converter - AMFMarvinConverter - implemented to handle with ChemAxon reactions
structure, followed by the addition to the structure which collects all mapped reactions.
Figure 34: Class diagram of the RDfile reader. The IReactionBuilder interface was implemented by
the RDfileReactionBuilder class which can read those files, previously extracted from the
RDfile to a folder, and build a collector with them.
4.4 algorithms implementation
Following the mapping process, it is now possible to map all the reactions inside a collector.
However, we need to give the right input to each algorithm. This means that we have to
apply the flow from Figure 25 in Figure 27. To achieve this purpose, we had to deal with
the different algorithms inputs, which require the conversion of all reactions to their correct
format.
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To handle the reaction conversion, two methods were defined which should receive the al-
gorithm input type and the AMF reaction type and interconvert between these two formats.
These methods could be extended to as many different inputs as the user wants.
The diagram of Figure 27 represents the steps that were followed in the AMF implementa-
tion. Using the reactions’ collector, we pass, iteratively, one reaction to the converter, which
transforms the reaction in the correct algorithm input and introduces this input in the algo-
rithm. After performing the atom mapping, the algorithm returns the same reaction input,
now with the atom map attached, that has to be reconverted to the AMF reaction type and
updated in the collector.
Figure 35 represents the class diagram of the algorithm’s implementation. The IReac-
tionConverter interface must be implemented to handle the reactions’ conversion while the
IAtomMapper interface defines the main method to the atom mapping process. The exten-
sion of the AbstractPlatformMapping class is the way to implement a new Atom Mapping
algorithm.
This class also defines another method, important in the end of atom mapping calculation
step. The createMap method is responsible for verifying the theoretical assumptions of what
is a valid map. It verifies if the left and the right side have the same elementary composi-
tion. If not, it attributes an exception to that map, indicating that the map is unbalanced –
UnbalancedMapException. If they are equal, it uses the size of the map (number of atoms) to
check if their indexes have a continuous numeration (i.e. if map size equals to 4, the map
should contain indexes from 0 to 3 in keys and values). If not, it assigns another exception,
indicating that the map has an incorrect assembling – WrongMapAssemblyException.
Figure 35: Class diagram of the algorithm’s implementation. The IReactionConverter interface has to
be implemented and the AbstractPlatformMapping class extended, to handle a new algo-
rithm.
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4.4.1 AutoMapper Implementation
To implement the AutoMapper algorithm, it was necessary to develop several functions
to grant the proper handling of each reaction. ChemAxon provides an API with several
methods which are essential to deal with their reaction structure.
A converter was implemented with the ChemAxon API to interconvert the AMF reaction
structure to their structure. This was necessary as the AutoMapper algorithm only accepts
the ChemAxon reaction structure and we wanted to maintain our structure in the remaining
steps of the framework.
Each reaction was converted to their structure, with the replication of all reaction’s prop-
erties. This structure was passed to the algorithm, which performs the atom mapping,
returning each reaction with an atom map attached to it. All mapped reactions were recon-
verted to the AMF reaction type and put in a collector.
Figure 36 represents the class diagram of AutoMapper implementation. The common
classes (Figure 35) were extended to handle AutoMapper reaction’s building, conversion
and mapping specificities. To accomplish the atom mapping, it is necessary to convert
the reactions to the correct input and reconvert after the mapping process, to enable the
collector’s rebuilding.
This conversion is the responsibility of AMFMarvinReactionConverter class. It builds each
ChemAxon reaction and AMF reaction structures. AMFMarvinAtomMapper class extends
the abstract class AbstractPlatformMapping to define the mapping process, with AutoMapper
algorithm, and to specify the ChemAxon reaction type - RXNMolecule.
After concluding the implementation process, it was mandatory to perform some tests
to ensure that everything worked properly. After testing some reactions, a problem was
found in this implementation. The algorithm was assigning the indexes beyond the number
of atoms in both reactants and products sides. This lead to the attribution of inconsistent
maps since every map should be continuous (e.g. if reactants and products have 10 atoms
each, it should mean an index range from 1 to 10). Figure 37 illustrates this issue. As it is
possible to see, the algorithm attributes two indexes out of range (13 and 14 on the right -
blue circles) when it should follow a continuous numeration (number 11 and 12 on the left
– blue circles). This problem, as far as we could discover, was caused by the bonds order,
of each metabolite, inside the MOL file. We try to rearrange the order of the bonds but
without find a way to solve it neither understand why this situation happened.
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Figure 36: Class diagram of the AutoMapper algorithm. The IReactionConverter interface was im-
plemented in the AMFMarvinReactionConverter class, to interconvert all reactions. The
AbstractPlatformMapping class was extended with AMFMarvinAtomMapper class to define
the ChemAxon reaction type (RXNMolecule) and perform the atom mapping.
4.4.2 Atom-Atom Mapping Implementation
AAM algorithm has a similar implementation procedure to AutoMapper. It was also neces-
sary to implement an interface and extends an abstract class to perform the atom mapping
with AAM.
A converter was implemented with the CDK API (Steinbeck et al., 2003) to transform the
AMF reaction structure to the AAM input structure. This implementation was essential as
the AAM algorithm only accepts the CDK reaction structure and it was intended to keep
our structure in the remaining tasks of the framework.
As in the AutoMapper process, here each reaction also was converted to a CDK structure,
with all its properties. This structure was passed to the algorithm, which after performed
the mapping step and returned the mapped reaction. Every reaction was reconverted to
the AMF reaction type and added to a collector. Figure 38 represents the class diagram of
the AAM atom mapping implementation. As referred before, the AAM implementation is
very similar to the Marvin implementation since both share the same structural basis.
The common classes, represented in Figure 35, were extended to deal with AAM reac-
tion’s building, conversion and mapping specifications. To perform the atom mapping, all
reactions needed to be converted to the correct input and reconverted after the mapping pro-
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Figure 37: AutoMapper mapping algorithm mistake. It attributes two indexes out of range (13 and
14) in the right side, marked with blue circles when it should attribute the indexes 11 and
12 as represented by blue circles on the left side.
cess, to ensure a proper building of the collector. The AMFMarvinReactionConverter class is
responsible for the conversion process. It constructs each CDK reaction and AMF reaction
structures. The AMFAtomAtomMapper class extends the abstract AbstractPlatformMapping
class and defines the AAM reaction type (IReaction) and the atom mapping process.
After concluding the implementation process, like in the previous implementations, some
tests were performed to confirm that it works properly. After testing a few reactions, we
noticed that, during the mapping process, the algorithm changed the order of the atoms
inside each metabolite internal structure. As the mapping structure was based on the input
order, this will break that assumption.
So, a function was implemented to attribute sequential numbers to the atoms during the
input and re-build their order after the mapping process with that indexation. Still, we
decided to report the issue to the author who readily presented a correction which implied
the addition of a property to each atom: the original input order – ”OLD RANK” property,
as we had already implemented.
This situation passed in the mapping verification without being detected, as the atom
map, generated by the createMap method of the AbstractPlatformMapping class, was bal-
anced and, apparently, well assembled. It was only possible to detect it due to our manual
curation.
As it is shown in Figure 39, the first MOL file is extracted from the MetaCyc database and
it is the one used as input in AAM algorithm, contrarily the second MOL file, which was
returned by the algorithm. It is evident that all atoms were shuffled inside this metabolite
(black rectangles). Despite it representing the same molecule, as also is illustrated, it still
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Figure 38: Class diagram of the AAM algorithm. The interface IReactionConverter was implemented
by the AMFAAMReactionConverter class, to convert all reactions and the AbstractPlatfor-
mMapping class was extended with AMFAtomAtomMapper class which defines the AAM
reaction type (IReaction) and perform the atom mapping.
is a problem once we had assumed that the atoms did not change its order during the
mapping process.
After we apply the ”OLD RANK” property to reorder the atoms, we had to re-run the test
to verify if the problem was solved. With a few initial tests, it seemed that the problem was
solved. However, after performing more exhaustive tests, we noticed that ”OLD RANK”
property does not properly handle reactions which have more than one equal metabolite,
in the same reaction side.
In our point of view, this property was only calculated to the first of the equal molecules
that appeared or only to the atoms’ properties from the first metabolite were used. Never-
theless, we realized that if the metabolites IDs were modified and become different from
each other, this problem does not occur. So, we added a random integer number to each
metabolite ID, in a way that each ID contains the molecule name and a different number
from 0 to 500.
This second situation no longer occurred in the mapping verification without being de-
tected, as the atom map, generated by the createMap method of AbstractPlatformMapping
class, was incorrectly assembled.
Table 1 shows the property problem: as it is visible, the three molecules, from Meta-
Cyc reaction RXN-12535, have the same ”OLD RANK” indexes, when they should have a
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sequential attribution (e.g. 30 atoms means indexes from 1 to 30), even though the atom
mapping indexes indicate 3 different molecules (as the indexes in each molecule do not
appear in the remaining molecules).
Table 1: Atomic representation of the 2-ketoglutarate molecule. It shows three 2-ketoglutarate
molecules from MetaCyc reaction RXN-12535. It also presents three columns: Atom symbol
of each atom of the 2-ketoglutarate, the Atom Mapping and the ”OLD RANK” property
attributed by the AAM algorithm. It is visible the same ”OLD RANK” indexes on all three
molecules despite its different atom maps.
2-KETOGLUTARATE (1) 2-KETOGLUTARATE (2) 2-KETOGLUTARATE (3)
Atomic
Symbol
Atom
Mapping
OLD RANK
Atomic
Symbol
Atom
Mapping
OLD RANK
Atomic
Symbol
Atom
Mapping
OLD RANK
C 42 1 C 44 1 C 5 1
C 43 2 C 45 2 C 4 2
C 31 3 C 34 3 C 6 3
C 25 4 C 37 4 C 2 4
C 28 5 C 40 5 C 22 5
O 32 6 O 35 6 O 7 6
O 26 7 O 38 7 O 3 7
O 24 8 O 36 8 O 1 8
O 29 9 O 41 9 O 23 9
O 27 10 O 39 10 O 46 10
4.5 comparator implementation
After managing the entire atom mapping process, we decided to implement an additional
feature to this framework, which allows to evaluate the equivalence of the atom maps
attributed by different atom mapping algorithms.
Following the workflow in Figure 28, we defined an interface which imposes the imple-
mentation of two methods. These two methods ensure an easy extensibility of this feature
to additional matching algorithms and the proper comparison of two atom maps: both re-
ceive two mapped reactions but the first performs a matching process to the atoms on the
products side and the second evaluates their atom maps equivalence.
To handle the difficulties referred in the beginning of this chapter, we developed an
approach which has into account those difficulties. It receives two AMF reactions and
starts to iteratively match the reactants/products of both against each other with an MCS
algorithm from the CDK framework (Steinbeck et al., 2003), called CDKSubGraphHandler, to
find the equivalent molecules in both reactions. This will treat the problem presented in
Figure 30.
In the products side, it matches each equivalent pair of molecules, to obtain a map of the
atoms position. This will be useful in the next step, which is mapping the products side of
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one reaction according to this matching map. This way, we get the products atoms with the
same atom mapping. Now, if we revert each of the atom maps, we can remap the reactants
according to the products’ indexes. The final step is to directly compare the structure of
both reactants sides to verify if those two reactions are equivalent.
Figure 40 shows the class diagram of the comparison step. The IReactionComparator inter-
face was implemented by the AbstractReactionComaprator class allowing future extensions
to allow additional matching algorithms. The CDKSubGraphHandler algorithm was imple-
mented in the CDKReactionComparator class, extended from the AbstractReactionComparator
class, to match the chemical molecules.
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Figure 39: MOL files extracted from MetaCyc database and respective chemical structures, repre-
senting L-arginine molecule. The fist MOLfile was inputted in the AAM algorithm and
the second was the output from the same algorithm. If we look at the black rectangles, it
is evident that all atoms were shuffled inside the second metabolite relatively to the first.
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Figure 40: Class diagram of the comparison process. The IReactionComparator interface was imple-
mented in the AbstractReactionComparator class, to calculate the auxiliary maps and check
the reaction equivalence. The CDKReactionComparator class extends the previous class
and implement the CDKSubGraphHandler algorithm to match the metabolites.
5
C A S E S T U D Y: T H E M E TA C Y C R E A C T I O N S E T
5.1 introduction and motivation
As the main purpose of this thesis is the evaluation of several algorithms of Atom Mapping,
it is essential to get a collection of reactions to be tested by this framework. To ensure that
all the algorithms process the same reactions, we had to use the same set in all algorithm
frameworks. It should include all types of chemical reactions (the four EC main numbers)
to ensure that the analysis covers all possibilities.
The study of biological reactions, mainly the molecular transformations occuring in those
reactions, generates lots of interest in the scientific community, as introduced in Chapter 2
of this thesis. Furthermore, the application of Atom Mapping to biological reactions helps
in metabolite tracking inside large pathways (Arita, 2005), in analysing metabolite’s conser-
vation in metabolic networks (Hogiri et al., 2009), in calculating possible pathways inside
a metabolic network (Yamanishi et al., 2009) or even in metabolic flux analysis (Ravikirthi
et al., 2011).
For these reasons, we opted for a biological database to build our set of reactions used
in the case study. The selected biological database was MetaCyc database, from where
we took 11575 reactions, in which more than 90% had an associated atom map. The set
contains balanced, not balanced, incomplete and elemental reactions, with the objective of
obtaining the most complete sample possible.
5.2 workflow description
With the set of reactions assembled, it was necessary to build a way of automatically per-
forming the atom mapping and the analysis. We developed two workflows, one to run the
atom mapping algorithms and the other to run the analysis process. However, to apply
both flows to a large set like this one, it was necessary a powerful processing machine. Sil-
icoLife kindly let us use one of their servers, to accomplish the two workflows. The server
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was equipped with two CPU’s (Intel R©Xeon R©Processor X5650), each with six cores, and
64GB of RAM memory running under an x64 Linux operating system.
The mapping process, illustrated in Figure 41, explains how the set of reactions will be
mapped. This process performs the atom mapping of the defined set of reactions. As
we extracted all reactions from the MetaCyc (Caspi et al., 2014), we decided to build all
reactions through their file.
After the building step, the collector of reactions was passed to both algorithms - RDT
(Rahman et al., 2016) and AutoMapper (ChemAxon, 2016) – to perform the atom mapping
in each reaction. In this stagge we already had three sets of mapped reactions: from both
algorithms and from MetaCyc database. Also, we decided to convert the collector to an
RDfile and sent it to SPRESI (the company responsible for the ICMap algorithm (Kraut
et al., 2013)) which mapped the set and resent it to us, completing in this way four mapped
sets.
Figure 41: Mapping process workflow.
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The analysis process was focused on the validation and comparison of the atom maps, as
described on Figure 42. This process was applied to the four mapped sets generated in the
mapping process.
The validation step searches each reaction to verify if its map is valid: all keys must be
continuous; it has to have the same size as the number of atoms in each reaction side and
all keys must exist as values.
The comparison process will compare all valid maps, calculated by the different algo-
rithms for the same reaction, and verify if two atom maps are equivalent to a unique reac-
tion.
Figure 42: Analysing process workflow.
Both algorithms run in-house had different running times: the AutoMapper algorithm is
several times faster than the RDT algorithm. On average, the AutoMapper takes less than
two tenths of a second, while the RDT takes 60 seconds per reaction. To the ICMap, the
author referred that it took, on average, less than a one tenth of a second per reaction.
The results from the validation and the comparison processes are described in the follow-
ing point.
5.3 analysis of the results
In this section, the performance and accuracy of the developed atom mapper algorithms
will be evaluated. To do so, the Metacyc database was chosen as the reactions main set.
The Metacyc database is constituted by 11575 different reactions, of which 10870 are al-
ready mapped, meaning that 705 reactions did not have a valid atom map on the Metacyc
database.
In this section, it is important to differentiate a valid mapped reaction and an equivalent
mapped reaction. A valid mapped reaction is a reaction where all atoms are assigned
with a continuous numeration in both left and right sides, as well as both sides have the
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same elementary composition. An equivalent mapped reaction is a reaction that different
algorithms mapped with the same atom linkage between left and right sides, ignoring the
numbers assigned to each atom. More information about the equivalence concept can be
found in the end of section 4.1 on Figures 29 and 30.
All the Metacyc reactions were inputted in the developed pipeline and four sets of
mapped reactions were generated. As the MetaCyc database does not have 100% of valid
reactions, their is the possibility of some of those reactions being mapped by any of the
remaining three algorithms.
The first analysis of the mapping process was to find the relation between the four sets of
valid reactions and the number of valid maps defined for each reaction. It was calculated
that 604 reactions were not mapped by any of the used atom mapping algorithms. This
way, the number of admissible reactions decreased to 10971 valid reactions. Adding to this,
the number of reactions with one or two valid maps was 1603, which is significantly lower
when it is compared to the 9368 reactions with at least three valid maps. This may indicate
that more than 80% of the reactions had three or four algorithms which were capable of
assigning a valid map. Figure 43 shows the distributions of the reactions by valid maps
attributed, with their respective percentages.
However, with this figure it is not possible to visualise the concordance between the
algorithms, as they are not identified inside each slice of the pie.
So, after analysing the behaviour of each individual algorithm, it was found that the
MetaCyc and the RDT algorithms presented a similar number of reactions with valid maps
assigned, and one of those maps was calculated with the Metacyc or the RDT algorithms.
The AutoMapper also presented a similar number, concerning the reactions with three
and four valid atom maps, although, it does not had the same concordance with reactions
containing one or two valid atom maps. About the ICMap, the analysed numbers do not
show very promising data, as its number of valid atom maps was less than half of the
total reactions analysed and the concordance with the remaining algorithms was almost
restricted to the reactions with four valid atom maps.
Figure 44 presents the relation of each algorithm with the number of reactions which
are commonly mapped by the atom mapping algorithms. The different colours of each bar
represent the number of reactions where one, two, three or the four algorithms assign a
valid atom map.
In terms of percentages, Metacyc presents 99.1%, AutoMapper 83.6%, RDT 99.8% and
ICMap 40.9% of the whole set of reactions with, at least one valid atom map. We can
verify that the ICMap algorithm had the lowest percentage of valid maps, followed by
AutoMapper algorithm, Metacyc database and RDT algorithm.
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Figure 43: Representation of the number of reactions mapped by different algorithms. It is visible
that most of the reactions were validly mapped by, at least, three different algorithms. It is
also visible that 604 reactions were not assigned with a valid atom map by any algorithm.
Figure 45 shows a Venn diagram with the intersection of the four sets according to the
valid maps, commonly attributed by each atom mapping algorithm. Furthermore, the sum
of all numbers of each oval form, gives the total number of valid reactions from each set.
The four algorithms assign the same 4184 reactions as valid, corresponding to 38.1% of
all reactions with at least one valid atom map (i.e. 10971 reactions).
Nevertheless, if the ICMap algorithm was not considered, the percentage of valid reac-
tions would raise from 38.1% to 82.7%, which represents 9072 reactions with three valid
atom maps each. So, it may be admissible to say that the ICMap is pulling the number of
common valid reactions down.
Having in mind that all analyses made so far do not imply that two valid maps, assigned
to the same reaction, are equivalent, it is now time to do that verification. Considering all
reactions from each set, and getting their atom maps, the comparison approach, described
in section 4.5, was performed which will evaluate the atom maps equivalence.
Figure 46 shows the same representation from Figure 45, but now describing the com-
parison process. It represents the intersection of the four sets, and each intersection show
the equivalent reactions between both sets. On the top, the four algorithms are represented
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Figure 44: A global representation of the four algorithms and their respective behaviour concern-
ing the assignment of valid atom maps. Each bar is divided in four colours showing the
number of reactions which can be validly mapped with the respective algorithm or, simul-
taneously, with other algorithms. The MetaCyc algorithm performed 10870 valid atom
maps, the AutoMapper performed 9177 valid atom maps, the RDT performed 10944 and
the ICMap performed 4488 valid atom maps.
and, inside each oval form, the number of reactions for which its atom maps are equivalent
is represented.
The intersection of the MetaCyc with the AutoMapper sets represents 6436 reactions with
equivalent atom maps, which means 58.7%. The intersection of the AutoMapper with the
RDT sets represents 6426 reactions, traduced into 58.6% and 3213 reactions (29.3%) was the
number of reactions with equivalent atom maps calculated with the RDT and the ICMap
algorithms. Note that all percentages were calculated considering the 10971 reactions with
at least one valid atom map.
When it was analysed the intersection of more than two algorithms, the number of equiv-
alent reactions tends to be reduced. The intersection of MetaCyc, AutoMapper and RDT
represents 6035 reactions with three equivalent atom maps, which signify 55.0% of valid
reactions. If it is now analysed the intersection of AutoMapper, RDT and ICMap, it joins
2841 reactions with three equivalent atom maps, with 25.9% of reactions. Finally, it was
performed the intersection of algorithms sets, and obtained 2673 reactions (24.4%), which
were assigned with four equivalent atom maps, each one by one of the four algorithms.
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Figure 45: Venn diagram showing the relations of each reaction’s set the Metacyc, AutoMapper, RDT
and ICMap sets. It demonstrates the intersection of reactions with valid atom maps from
each set. It’s an individual counting of valid reactions, which if all numbers from each
oval form were added, it will represent the number of valid reactions of each set.
5.4 metacyc set analysis
As referred before, 705 reactions did not have an atom map from the Metacyc database.
Having into account that there are 604 reactions where none of the algorithms could pro-
vide a valid atom map, only 101 have the potential to have an atom map assigned by the
remaining three algorithms.
It was on ICMap set where we found the lowest amount of mapped reactions with the
possibility of having a correct atom map. We only found 22 reactions with valid atom maps
inside the 101 possible reactions. On the other hand, in the RDT set, we found 101 reactions
with potential atom maps, and in the AutoMapper set, we found 89 reactions. Right away
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Figure 46: Venn diagram showing the relations of each reaction’s set the Metacyc, AutoMapper, RDT
and ICMap sets. It demonstrates the intersection of reactions with valid atom maps from
each set. Each intersection represents the number of reactions with equivalents atom
maps attributed by different algorithms, and if all numbers form each oval form were
added, it will represent the number of valid reactions on each set.
we found the maximum number of reactions that we could add was 14. Merging the three
algorithms we found that only 14 were admissible by all three algorithms.
It was also verified that if the ICMap set is not considered, the number of reactions raised
to 75.
Figure 47 shows the number of reactions with one, two and three valid maps, calculated
by the referred algorithm and with the additional ones. It is observed that this subset of
valid reactions has a good overlap between at least 2 algorithms.
Figure 48 presents a Venn diagram which shows the intersection of equivalent reactions
in the three algorithms. It is possible to observe that there are only 9 equivalent mapped
reactions between the three algorithms. Nevertheless, considering only two algorithms, this
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Figure 47: Representation of the number of reactions admissible to be added to the Metacyc
database.
number rises to 78 equivalent reactions, which represents 77% of possible reactions. These
reactions have the potential to be included in the MetaCyc database, but before that, its
atom maps should be manually curated to ensure that they identify the chemical changes
occurring in the respective chemical reactions.
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Figure 48: Venn diagram showing the relations of each reaction’s set the AutoMapper, RDT and
ICMap sets. It demonstrates the intersection of reactions with valid atom maps from each
set. Each intersection represents the number of reactions with equivalents atom maps
attributed by different algorithms, and if all numbers form each oval form were added, it
will represent the number of valid reactions on each set.
6
C O N C L U S I O N S
6.1 summary
Over the years, algorithms to automatically perform the atom mapping were developed and
frequently updated. As the Metabolic Engineering (ME) field become stronger, researchers
saw the advantage of had their Metabolic Network (MN) mapped. This could mean MN
easier to read and better understanding of its metabolic changes.
In this work, we made a previous search of the literature written so far and concluded
that was relevant to the scientific community to review some of the most recent atom map-
ping algorithms. A framework was assembled to analyse those algorithms. Four recent
frameworks were englobed in our framework and the atom mapping performed consider-
ing a set of biological reactions.
It was necessary to develop several packages, to ensure the proper representation of each
chemical reaction, to read different input files, and also developed the support to each
introduced algorithm, which needed to receive specific types of reactions.
This work also ensures the proper analysis of a biological set of reactions extracted from
MetaCyc database, mainly the validation of each attributed map as well as the comparison
of all different maps assigned to the same reaction, to exploit all the weaknesses of each
algorithm and understand if their structural differences will make the algorithms attribute
different atom maps.
6.2 main contributions
It was shown that the studied algorithms had different behaviours: in the attribution of
valid atom maps to these biological reactions set, they scaled from nearly 40% (ICMap) to
almost 95% (RDT). Despite this oscillation on the validation process, all algorithms, on the
comparison step, had presented similar percentages of equivalent maps.
We also made an effort to bring some additional knowledge to the MetaCyc database,
indicating some potential reactions which were equivalently mapped by the AutoMapper
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and the RDT algorithms and also a reduced set, equivalently mapped by the remaining
three algorithms (AutoMapper, RDT and ICMap).
Additionally, the AMF was developed always thinking on its expansion to additional
algorithms. Any developer who wants to extend it, only has to follow the imposed structure
of the framework and has its life simplified. We also had several tools implemented like
readers to MetaCyc and RDfile files, conversers to CDK structures or a reaction mapping
comparator.
As a final remark, we may say that we provide a tool which gives important information
to the ME field, as well as it gives additional contributions to the biological field, in general.
6.3 limitations
Any scientific work like this has always some limitations, and this one is no exception.
Concerning those limitations, this work has limitations on the input files types, as well as
on the atom mapping algorithms.
• Input file type: This framework only supports the input of a MetaCyc or a RDfile file
type;
• Atom Mapping Algorithms: the AutoMapper and the ICMap algorithms are com-
mercial software, which needs a license to use each of them. The RDT has some
optimization problems, as it does not map reactions above 300 atoms, on each side, in
useful time.
6.4 future work
Despite all the planned work had been performed, there are some additional points that
could be addressed:
• Extend the input and output file types;
• Add additional analysis steps;
• Add additional atom mapping algorithms and tools;
• Manually curate the set of reactions as well as the potential atom maps to be added
to the Metacyc database.
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